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JamxTechBooks - ReferenceTranslate description in English (United States) via Google Translate? Translation of the description back to Spanish (Latin America) Our dictionary contains a sufficient description in the definitions used in the field of legal law, collects, manages and analyzes the keywords used by experts in the field. It is ideal for students in the legal industry or interested in the subject. The
terminology used and described in this dictionary is induced in civil, criminal, procedural, public administration, Roman and international law. Our dictionary contains a broad description of the definitions used in the field of legal law, collects, manages and analyzes keywords used by experts in the field. It is ideal for law students or interested in the subject. The terminology used and described in this
dictionary is induced in civil, criminal, procedural, public administration, Roman law and international law. Size reductionBeer performance Just as each profession has its own set of technical terms that normalize the different concepts that are processed in each professional field, creating in each case its own and characteristic jargon, in the case of lawyers, that vocabulary is heavily dependent on Latin
terms. Thus, it is advisable to have some considerations for its proper use: 1 How should you write Latin aphorisms? The Royal Academy (RAE) points out that Latin phrases should be written in language and without a written accent, as Latin was lacking. 2 Why are there several ways to write the same word in Latin? As for words that have different forms of writing, but with the same meaning (cuius and
cujus, or iustitia and justiia for example), most of the time it is noted that both are valid, but this does not explain why differentiation. So we have to start by pointing out that Latin, like all languages, has evolved over time, so its grammar and even the alphabet have changed over the centuries, and today there are two fundamental ways (although there are others) to pronounce and write this language. First,
it is the so-called restored pronunciation, which tries to recreate (and has not reached it 100%) way of talking about the Romans in the so-called classical epoch (from the birth of Cicero in 106 BC to the death of Emperor Augustus in 14 AD), and the second is the so-called Roman or ecclesiastical pronunciation, because it was used by the Catholic Church, because after the fall of the Roman Empire (476
AD) it was this institution that supported the use of the language to this day. There are quite a few differences between the two ways of speaking Latin, but for practical purposes we will give only two to give an idea. So we have to vowels ae (rosae for example) pronunciation restores them as ae, that is, pronounces the sounds of both vowels, while in the Roman becomes e. Another difference in the case
of c, which in the return is pronounced as k, being a classic example of this name of the great Roman writer Cicero, whose Latin name, Cicero, must be pronounced Kikero, while in Roman C attached to the letters , i, ae and oe is always pronounced as ch, so that our example will be told by Chichero. To learn more about Roman pronunciation, see this site. As soon as these differences are explained, let's
briefly turn to explain what the pronunciation of the letter is according to the classical Latin, which is a welcome for our glossary: Letters Pronunciation Sample Example Ae, oe Both Rosae Rosa-e C pronounced as k Cicero Kikero G As soft g Reges Regues I always like me, except if it follows vowels in this case is pronounced as Ieiunium yeyunium ll As two separate l (l-l) Bellum Act even after g and q
Eloquens Eloq-ens Ch Como k Pulcher Pulker Ph Como f Philema Filema Rh, th Como r and t, respectively Theatrum Teatrum Regarding words written with j as justitia instead of iustitia, we should start by pointing out that in latin classics there were no j , SO THAT Latin words written in this letter obey the evolution of the language of the so-called late so without being wrong, because they are part of the
development of the language, if we want to stick to the use of the language in the best way the form with the letter (i) is more appropriate. For the purposes of our glossary, we will use restored pronunciation. If you want to know more about this pronunciation, click here. 3 Why is the same word written in different ways in Latin? Just as in Spanish most words are hardly differentiated to describe whether they
are singular or plural, except for verbs that have major changes due to the number, mode and time in which they are represented, in Latin, on the contrary, names, adjectives and pronouns do differ depending on what should be expressed with them; this change is called a decline. Therefore, when the Latin word is removed, it is expressed in its two types of decline, namely in nominal and genetic (rosa-
rosae, usually abbreviated rosa-ae). A nominee is a form used to describe a word as a sentence subject, while genitive denotes it in the relationship of ownership or affiliation. Below is an example of failure using the word rosa-ae: Singular case Plural Case Ros-a: nominal rose Ros-ae: Roses Nominative Ros-a: oh pink! Vocative Ros-ae: about roses! Vocative Ros-am: (a) Ros-as Accusative Rose: a) Rose
Indictment Roses: from Genitive Rose Roses Genitivo Rosae: for the rose Dativo Ros-is: for roses: c, in, Ablative rose Ros-is: s, in, by, Ablative roses Obviously, although the cases that are written the same, its meaning is derived from the meaning of the sentence in which it is expressed. 4 How should Latin words be spoken in terms of accent? Latin, as we have already said, had no written accent, but it
used a tonic syllable, that is, a syllable in which it is pronounced more intensively. Thus, in Latin, except in some cases, there are no harsh words. Similarly, words significantly have an emphasis on the first syllable, so that the word civis (citizen) should be pronounced as citizens, that is, as if it were serious or flat. Finally, the words of more than two syllables are serious (master' if the penultimate syllable is
not brief (docilis, docilis, legere, legere). These days and against the independence movement in the Spanish territory of Catalonia, they were represented by the Attorney General of the Council of State Jose Manuel Maza, complaints of rebellion, rebellion and embezzlement, against former President General Carles Puigdemont and 13 former councils of the Catalan government; and, against the chairman
of the parliament, Carme Forcadell and five other members of the Bureau of the House of Representatives, they all have policies supposedly responsible for the declaration of independence of Catalonia. The Dictionary of Legal English (DEJ) arises from the concern of the General Council of the Judiciary (CGPJ) about the issues of clarity and security of legal expressions. Developed through an agreement
between CGPJ and SAR, the Dictionary of Legal English brings novelty, compared to the traditional of the genre, to be made with the same methodology and lexicographical criteria with which dictionaries of language are made. The English Language Legal Dictionary restores the idea of a dictionary model, which, although specialized, is based on short definitions enriched by the testimony of the use of
each word or speech and with documents extracted from laws or jurisprudence: they, as an academic and lawyer Santiago Munoz Machado, the director of the work, remembers the methodological concepts of the first academic dictionary, the dictionary of power, published between 1726 and 1739.As Professor Munoz Machado explains the words , academics who worked in the dictionary authorities saw in
the legal texts, which they also knew well, because almost all of them studied the laws and served in one of the royal councils, hearings or other public institutions, the most undeniable authority, complementing the great authors , and delicious shops of words. For the same purpose, the English Legal Dictionary receives the criteria used by the Academy in the government dictionary, and does not simply
define but adds an explanation of the use and origin of the concept supported by legislation, jurisprudence and authors. Published in volume 1,669 pages, the dictionary contains about 30,000 entries, which involved 130 professors and professors of Spanish universities, selected in legal specialties. Thus, the Dictionary of Legal English is the first in its field, both in Spain and in Europe, which refuses
extensive explanations of an encyclopedic nature and is based on the lexicographic criteria of the Academy, with brief definitions and additional information directing the correct use of each word. The work was officially presented on April 27, 2016 in the ATS. From January 26, 2017, DEJ can be consulted for free on the SAR website. Royal Spanish Academy and the General Council of the Judiciary, a
dictionary of legal English. Madrid: Espasa, 2016. __Con sponsorship: TelefonicaBanko SantanderFadation AquaeFundaci'n AcuorumFundaci'n Mapfre diccionario juridico cabanellas pdf 2017
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